Measurement error and misclassification have long been a concern in many fields, including medicine, administrative health care data, epidemiology, and survey sampling. It is known that measurement error and misclassification may seriously degrade the quality of estimation and inference, and should be avoided whenever possible. However, in practice, it is inevitable that measurements contain error for a variety of reasons. It is thus necessary to develop statistical strategies to cope with this issue. Although many inference methods have been proposed in the literature to address mis-measurement effects, some important issues remain unexplored. Typically, it is generally unclear how the available methods may perform relative to each other. In this paper, capitalizing on the unique feature of discrete variables, we consider settings with misclassified binary covariates and investigate issues concerning covariate misclassification; our development parallels available strategies for handling measurement error in continuous covariates. Under a unified framework, we examine a number of valid inferential procedures for practical settings where a validation study, either internal or external, is available besides a main study. Furthermore, we compare the relative performance of these methods and make practical recommendations.
Introduction
Mis-measurement has long been a concern in various fields, most notably in clinical and epidemiological studies. It is well documented that ignoring mis-measurement in inferential procedures can lead to seriously biased results. For example, in the simple linear regression model where a covariate is subject to an additive error, the estimate of the slope may be, attenuated towards zero if the error in the covariate is ignored in the analysis [1] . In other models, measurement error may inflate estimates of model parameters, change the sign of estimated treatment effects, change the model structures, and mask the true relationship between the response variable and covariates [2, 3] . Measurement error has effects that vary from problem to problem. Sometimes, these effects are drastic and must be incorporated in the analysis. Other times, these effects may be less impactful. While it is difficult to characterize their complex nature, measurement error effects are often influenced by multiple factors, including the nature of the measurement error process, the form of the response model, the variability of covariates as well as, the correlation between covariates and the analysis method.
It is difficult to list all the references here since the literature is vast. To name a few, see discussions by Stefanski and Carroll [4] , Rosner, Willett and Spiegelman [5] , Rosner, Spiegelman and Willett [6, 7] , Cook and Stefanski [8] , Wang and Davidian [9] , Lin and Carroll [10] , Spiegelman, Rosner and Logan [11] , Huang and Wang [12] , Liang and Wang [13] , Spiegelman, Zhao and Kim [14] , Zucker and Spiegelman [15, 16] , Sugar, Wang and Prentice [17] , Yi [18] , Yi, Liu and Wu [19] , Yi, Ma and Carroll [20] , and Yi et al. [21] , among may others.
While mis-measurement may equally arise from either response or covariate variables, research on covariate mis-measurement, especially for continuous covariates, has dominated the literature. When multiple options are possible, researchers often struggle to choose a sensible method that suits their study. Although the merits of available methods have been demonstrated for specific problems individually, it is generally unclear how these methods would perform relatively if they are applied to the same problem; this is partially due to the complexity of simultaneously formulating all the methods under a unified, convenient framework for errorprone continuous covariates. However, such comparisons are possible if error-prone covariates are discrete.
Although there has been research on covariate misclassification (e.g. [15, 16, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ), a comparison of methods for handling covariate misclassification has not been systematically conducted. In this paper, we consider a unified framework for handling error-prone discrete covariates and explore several valid inferential procedures for settings where a validation study is available alongside a main study. We consider cases where the validation study is either internal or external separately [28, 29] . Furthermore, we compare the relative performance of those methods and make practical recommendations.
Our investigation leverages the unique features of discrete covariates and contrasts the methods that have been developed for accounting for measurement error in continuous covariates. This research is partly motivated by the Nurses' Health Study [30] and the Health Professionals' Follow-up Study (HPFS) [31] . In the Nurses' Health Study (NHS), one objective is to understand risk factors for distal colon cancer incidence, including the role of calcium intake which is subject to mis-measurement. In the Health Professionals' Follow-up Study (HPFS), there is interest in questions such as what the effect of carbohydrate intake is on risk of type 2 diabetes incidence (T2D), and what the effect of read meat intake is on colorectal cancer risk. Since information on food intake is collected through bi-annual questionnaires, the resulting measurements are error-prone. In Section 5, we will analyze these data using the various methods studied in this paper to learn more about the scientific questions at hand.
Our paper contains the following sections. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and the basic model setup. In Section 3, we develop a number of methods to correct for bias induced by the misclassified exposure variable. Because all methods considered in the paper produce consistent estimators, the discussion focuses on efficiency comparisons of the estimators of the model parameters, where information about misclassification is assumed known. In Section 4, we develop inference methods for the situations where the misclassification probabilities are unknown, but are estimated from a validation study. In Section 5, we analyze the three real data using the proposed methods. Numerical assessment of the proposed methods is conducted in Section 6. Concluding remarks are given in the last section.
Notation and framework

Response model
Let Y be the outcome variable, X be the binary exposure variable, and Z be a vector of covariates. We consider the case where these variables are linked by a generalized linear model. That is, given {X,Z}, outcome variable Y follows an exponential family distribution Y|X,Z ( | , ; ) = exp { − ( ) ( ) + ( ; )} ,
where a( · ), b( · ) and c( · ) are known functions, φ is the dispersion parameter, and is the canonical parameter.
Here the lower case letters y,x and z stand for realizations of Y, X and Z, respectively, and the dependence on x and z of the right-hand side of (1) is suppressed in the notation as shown below. This distribution form gives that the conditional mean and variance of Y, given {X, Z}, are, respectively, the first and second derivatives of ( ) with ( | , ) = ′ ( ) and var( | , ) = ( ) ′′ ( ), where ′ (⋅) and ′′ (⋅) represent the first and second derivatives of b(·), respectively.
To explicitly reflect the influence of the covariates on the outcome variable, we further postulate the conditional mean ( | , ) via the regression model
where g( · ) is assumed to be known and monotone, and = ( 0 , , T ) T is the vector of regression parameters. The objective is to estimate the parameter β and to highlight this, in the following development we often explicitly show β when presenting an estimating function or a score function but suppress other parameters in the notation.
If the variables are all correctly measured, then inference about β may be based on the likelihood function:
where the conditional probability density or mass function Y|X,Z ( | , ) is determined by (1) and (2) . Let Y|X,Z ( ; , , ) = ( / ) log Y|X,Z ( | , ) and ( ) = {−( / T ) Y|X,Z ( ; , , )} denote the score function and the expected information matrix, respectively.
Misclassification probabilities
Suppose that covariates Z are perfectly measured, but X is subject to misclassification with a surrogate measurement * . Let 00 = ( * = 0| = 0, ) be the specificity and let 11 = ( * = 1| = 1, ) be the sensitivity. Let̃= ( = 1| ) be the prevalence of the exposure variable. Here for simplicity, the dependence on Z is suppressed in the symbols 00 , 00 , and.
Then the conditional probability of * given Z is given by
Applying the Bayesian Theorem gives the conditional probabilities
and
these probabilities are called the positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV), respectively. For ease of notation, we let * 11 and * 00 denote the PPV and NPV, respectively. In subsequent development, we assume that misclassification is nondifferential with
where Y|X,X * ,Z ( | , * , ) represents the conditional probability density or mass function of Y given { , * , }. This assumption basically says that conditional on the true covariates X and Z, the surrogate measurement * is not predictive for the value of the response variable Y.
Analysis methods with known misclassification probabilities
In some applications, estimation of the parameter β may be conducted using the estimating equations approaches. It is imperative to require that estimating functions be both computable and sensible, in addition to allowing for identifiability of the parameter β. To be computable, estimating functions must be expressed in terms of the observed variables together with the parameters of interest. By sensible estimating functions, we mean to find those functions that produce estimators having nice statistical properties, such as consistency and asymptotic normality. While various strategies can be mobilized for this purpose, it is important to understand how these methods intrinsically differ in efficiency.
In this section, we elaborate on several estimation procedures and compare their relative efficiency to the likelihood method. Without loss of generality and to highlight the ideas, we assume that the misclassification probabilities and the prevalence of exposure are known for now. This assumption could be feasible for situations where misclassification arises by design in order to save cost or time. In circumstances where misclassification of the exposure variable is believed but there is no knowledge of the misclassification degree, this assumption can be imposed to conduct sensitivity analyses. Moreover, this assumption allows a direct comparison among the following methods to be described, as discussed in Section 3.5.
Induced likelihood method
The induced probability density or mass function of Y given { * , } is given by
where the probability density or mass function Y|X,Z ( | = , ) is the same as that appears in (3), and ( = | * , ) is determined by (4) . Let * Y|X * ,Z ( ; , * , ) = ( / ) log Y|X * ,Z ( | * , ) be the score function. Then the expected information matrix is given by * ( ) = {−( / T ) * Y|X * ,Z ( ; , * , )},
where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint probability density or mass function ( , * , ) of Y and { * , }. This function is determined by
where Y|X,Z ( | , ) is given by (3), X * |X,Z ( * | , ) and X|Z ( | ) are respectively determined by (12) and (13) in Section 3.3, and Z ( ) is the marginal probability density or mass function of Z.
The induced likelihood method was explored by various authors for different models. For instance, [32] employed this approach for the Cox proportional hazards models where continuous covariates are subject to measurement error. Spiegelman et al. [11] investigated this strategy for logistic regression with covariate misclassification and measurement error.
Subtraction correction method
It is often tempting to ignore the difference between * and X, and conducting the naive analysis is unfortunately far too common in practice. That is, the naive analysis uses the score function Y|X,Z ( ; , , ) under the true model and replaces X with * to form the estimating function for β. Although this substitution gives a computable estimating function Y|X,Z ( ; , * , ), the substitution destroys the unbiasedness of the original score function Y|X,Z ( ; , , ). That is, the expectation of Y|X,Z ( ; , * , ) is no longer zero, yielding that the resulting estimator for β is not necessarily consistent.
To obtain a consistent estimator of β, we modify function Y|X,Z ( ; , * , ) by subtracting its expectation. Define * ( ; , * , ) = Y|X,Z ( ; , * , ) − { Y|X,Z ( ; , * , )}, then the estimating function * ( ; , * , ) is both unbiased and computable. As a result, estimation of β can be carried out using * ( ; , * , ).
Given the setup in Section 2, * ( ; , * , ) is specifically given by * ( ; , * , ) = Y|X,Z ( ; ,
where Y|X * ,Z ( | * , ) is determined by (6) , and dη(y) is used to indicate an integral or a summation for all the possible values of Y, depending on whether Y is continuous or discrete.
Let * ( ) = { * ( ; , * , ) * T ( ; , * , )} and * ( ) = {( / T ) * ( ; , * , )}. Then the Godambe information matrix (e.g. [3] , Section 1.3) for the estimating function is given by
While the idea of the subtraction correction method is conceptually simple, this scheme has not been widely employed. As discussed by [33] , the subtraction correction method requires evaluation of the expectation { Y|X,Z ( ; , * , )}, which is often difficult to express in an analytic form for many settings. Under the additive hazards model with continuous covariates subject to measurement error for survival data, [34] implemented this strategy and obtained a tractable estimating function form. Here, we leverage the unique properties of discrete variables and successfully implement the subtraction correction scheme to handle misclassification-prone covariates.
Expectation correction method
Define * ( ; , * , ) = { Y|X,Z ( ; , , )| , * , },
where the expectation is taken with respect to the conditional distribution of X given { , * , }. Function * ( ; , * , ) can be invoked to estimate β because it is both computable and unbiased; the unbiasedness of * ( ; , * , ) follows immediately from using the law of total expectation and the unbiasedness of the score function Y|X,Z ( ; , , ):
, , * , [ { Y|X,Z ( ; , , )| , * , }] = , , * , { Y|X,Z ( ; , , )} = 0, where the expectations are evaluated with respect to the models for the corresponding distributions indicated by the associated random variables.
Given the model setup in Section 2, the conditional probability mass function of * given {X,Z} is
and the conditional probability mass function of X given Z is
Then the conditional probability mass function of X given { , * , } is given by
where Y|X,Z ( | , ) is given by (3) . As a result, * ( ; , * , ) is given by * ( ; , * , ) = ∑ =0,1
Let * ( ) = { * ( ; , * , ) * T ( ; , * , )} and * ( ) = {( / T ) * ( ; , * , )}. Then the Godmabe information matrix of such an estimating function is given by
When error-prone covariates are continuous, [35] developed the expectation correction method to accommodate measurement error when replicate measurements are available. Here, we explore this strategy to account for bias due to misclassification-prone discrete covariates.
Corrected score method
In contrast to the expectation correction method, we describe the corrected score method. The idea is to find a computable estimating function, denoted by * ( ; , * , ), so that a conditional expectation of this function can recover the score function Y|X,Z ( ; , , ). That is, as long as
then using * ( ; , * , ) would produce a consistent estimator for β under certain regularity conditions. Given the model setup of the response and misclassification processes, it is easily seen that setting * ( ; , * , ) = ( = 1) − ( = 0)
would satisfy (16) . Here, S(X = k) is the value of Y|X,Z ( ; , , ) evaluated at X = k for k = 0,1. Let * ( ) = { * ( ; , * , ) * T ( ; , * , )} and * ( ) = {( / T ) * ( ; , * , )}. Then the Godambe information matrix of such an estimating function is given by
The corrected score method was proposed by [36] for generalized linear measurement error models with mis-measured continuous covariates. It has been successfully used for various regression models, such as Normal, Poisson and Gamma regression models ( [2] , Ch. 7). Extensions of this strategy to a range of settings have been discussed by several authors, including [12, 20, 37, 38] . Here, we use the corrected score scheme to develop unbiased estimating functions for estimation pertinent to regression models with misclassified discrete covariates.
Efficiency comparison
Standard estimating function theory shows that each of the preceding estimation methods results in a consistent estimator for regression parameter β, provided regularity conditions. The consistency of the estimators is ensured by the unbiasedness of the induced score function in Section 3.1 and the estimating functions in Sections 3.2-3.4. It is noted that the corrected score approach is valid under fewer modeling assumptions than the other three methods -in general, the corrected score approach does not require the distributional specification of the true covariate process but the other methods do need this. So in this sense, the corrected score approach is more robust than the other methods, as discussed by Carroll et al. [2] and Yi [3] , among others.
To make a fair comparison among the four methods in Sections 3.1-3.4 in terms of the relative performance, here we assume that the parameters associated with the misclassification process are known. This assumption enables the four methods to share the same model assumptions; their differences are solely reflected from the different formulation perspectives. A general development is provided in section 4 that deals with the case where such an assumption is invalid. In Appendix A, we show the following result.
Theorem:
Suppose that the parameters (, 00 , 11 ) under the model setup of Section 2 are known. Then under mild regularity conditions, the induced likelihood method and the expectation correction method yield the same estimator of β.
It should be noted that the equivalence of the induced likelihood and the expectation correction methods holds only when the parameters (, 00 , 11 ) are known. This relationship no longer holds when the parameters (, 00 , 11 ) are estimated from a validation study, as demonstrated in the simulations reported in Section 6.
Asymptotically, the induced likelihood method and the expectation correction method are the most efficient. In terms of relative performance of the subtraction correction and the corrected score methods, compared to the induced likelihood method, we calculate the relative efficiency using the information carried with each type of estimating functions. For each component of β, we define
where ℐ , ( ), ℐ , ( ) and * ( ) represent the jth diagonal element, respectively, corresponding to ℐ ( ) in (10), ℐ ( ) in (18) and * ( ) in (7) . Then, the ratios of ℛ , and ℛ , can be used to compare the efficiency of the subtraction correction and the corrected score methods, relative to the induced likelihood method, for estimators of the parameter component .
To gain a direct understanding of the efficiency differences among the preceding estimation methods, we consider a logistic regression response model, where the outcome variable Y is binary and function g( · ) in (2) is the logit function ( ) = log{ /(1 − )}, given by
for y = 0,1. In Appendix B, we provide detailed expressions for the following efficiency comparisons. Now, we numerically investigate efficiency differences between the preceding estimation methods under a number of scenarios with various degrees of misclassification probabilities and the prevalence of the outcome as well as different magnitudes of covariate effects. We consider the case where Z is a binary variable with probability 0.2 for assuming value 1, sensitivity 11 = 0.6 or 0.8, and specificity 00 = 0.6 or 0.8. In all these settings, we take 0 = log 1.2, leading to ( = 1) ≈ 60%, and = log 1.2. Let be − log 20 or log 2.0. Regarding the prevalencẽ= ( = 1| ), we consider two cases. In the first case, we assume that X and Z are independent, and consider two values for: 0.3 and 0.7. The results are displayed in Table 1 . In the second case, we assume that X and Z are correlated, and the prevalencẽis given by logit̃= 0 + with ( 0 , ) = (1, 0.5), leading to the correlation between X and Z being about 15%. The results are summarized in Table 2 . 
0.968
Those entries with value 1.000 are not exactly identical to 1 but are nearly 1. ( 00 , 11 ) (0.6,0.6) = log 0.05
Those entries with value 1.000 are not exactly identical to 1 but are nearly 1.
It is seen that the subtraction correction method is more efficient than the corrected score method, and is almost as efficient as the induced likelihood method; the efficiency of this method does not seem to change with the misclassification degree or the values of we consider. For a given value of , the efficiency of the corrected score method on estimation of both and decreases as the degree of misclassification increases, regardless of the correlation strength between X and Z; such a misclassification effect on reducing the efficiency of the corrected score method is exacerbated when assumes a large absolute value. As commented earlier, the corrected score method is more robust than other methods in that its results are not affected by the distributional specification of the covariate processes. The trade-off between the robustness and efficiency for these methods would be a key to decide which method is more suitable for a specific application.
Methods for main study/validation study designs
In applications, the misclassification probabilities and the prevalence of exposure are usually unknown and must be estimated from a validation study. In this section, we develop estimation procedures for the response model parameters to incorporate this feature. Our development covers two types of validation studies, internal or external, together with the main study.
In the main study/internal validation design (e.g. [39] ), the data available are {( , * , ) ∶ ∈ ℳ} and {( , * , , ) ∶ ∈ }, respectively, where ℳ and contain n and m subjects, respectively, and is a subset of ℳ. On the other hand, in the main study/external validation design (e.g. [40] ), the available data are {( , * , ) ∶ ∈ ℳ} and {( * , , ) ∶ ∈ }, respectively, where and ℳ do not overlap, and there are no response measurements for subjects in . With the main study/external validation design, we assume that given , the conditional distribution of ( , * ) for ∈ is the same as that of ( , * ) for ∈ ℳ so that the information carried by the study can be transported to the main study ℳ when carrying out inferences where , * and represent the ith copy of X, X * and Z, respectively. The feasibility of this assumption is justified by subject matter considerations. This assumption is typically reasonable for scenarios where both main and external validation studies are carried out to the same population using the same data collection procedures, and may often be reasonable even when this is not the case [41, 42] .
We are interested in the relationship between the response variable and the true covariates ( , ), which are modeled by (1) and (2) . Let = ( T , T ) T be the vector of model parameters, where β is of prime interest, and ϑ is the vector of nuisance parameters, including the misclassification probabilities possibly together with the parameters associated with the conditional distribution of given , depending on the method to be used. As noted in Section 3.5, the validity of the four methods relies on different model assumptions. The induced likelihood, the subtraction correction and expectation correction methods all require modeling the response process and the misclassification process as well as modeling the conditional distribution of X given Z; but the corrected score method only needs a model for the response and misclassification processes, with the conditional distribution of X given Z left unspecified.
Let X * |X,Z ( * , | ) denote the joint probability mass function of * and X given Z. When using the induced likelihood method, the subtraction correction method, or the expectation correction method, the nuisance parameter vector is = ( 11 , 00 ,) T . In this instance, for ∈ , we define
which can be equivalently written as X * |X,Z ( * | , ) X|Z ( | ), and thus expressed in terms of the model setup in Section 2.2.
In contrast, when working with the corrected score method, the nuisance parameter vector is = ( 11 , 00 ) T and for ∈ , is defined to be X * |X,Z ( * | , ) instead.
Induced likelihood method with validation data
With a main study/internal validation study design, the subjects in the main study contribute through the conditional distribution of { , * } given while the subjects in the validation study contribute through the conditional distribution of { , , * } given . Therefore, under the nondifferential misclassification mechanism, the likelihood function for the entire data is given by
where * = Y,X * |Z ( , * | ) is proportional to (6) , is given by (3), and is calculated from (20) . Let ( ) = log ( )/ be the score function of the induced likelihood for the observed data. Then solving
gives an estimator of ,̂, where 0 represents the zero vector of the same dimension of . In the following development, the symbol 0 may represent the number zero as well as a zero vector or a zero matrix whose dimension is clear from the context. Let = log / and = log / . Define * = ( * T , * T ) T , where * = log * / , and * = log * / . Under regularity conditions and when the ratio / approaches a positive constant ρ as → ∞, is a consistent estimator of θ, and √ (̂− ) has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ given by Σ = −1 , where
This result can be proved by modifying standard likelihood theory; a sketch is given in Appendix C. On the other hand, under the main study/external validation study design, the likelihood function is given by
where * is determined by (6) , and is given by (20) . Then solving
gives an estimator of ,̂, where the parameters are explicitly expressed in the score functions * and . Under regularity conditions and when the ratio / approaches a positive constant ρ as → ∞,̂is a consistent estimator of θ, and √ (̂− ) has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ given by Σ = 1 1+ −1 , where
This result can be proved by modifying standard likelihood theory; a sketch is given in Appendix D, which also shows why the asymptotic variances of̂and̂are different.
Unbiased estimating equations for main study/validation study designs
In this subsection, we explore three unbiased estimating equations methods for correcting for bias due to misclassification when validation data are available. Specifically, we consider the main study/internal validation study design and the main study/external validation study design, and develop inference procedures based on the subtraction correction, expectation correction and corrected score methods, as in Section 3. First, we describe inference procedures using the subtraction correction method. With the main study/internal validation study design, the estimating function is given by
where * , is given by (9) , and ( ) is the score function with the dependence on the parameter β explicitly spelled out. Estimation of is then obtained by solving , ( ) = 0 for ; let̂, denote the resulting estimator.
The formulation of (23) reflects different uses of the information from the main study and the validation study. The first term of (23) includes the contributions from the main study; its zero subvector shows that this term contributes no information on estimation of ϑ, the parameter which governs the misclassification process. The second term of (23) involves the measurements of ( , * , , ) from the validation sample; this sample contributes information for the estimation of both β and ϑ, as suggested by the dependence on β of ( ) and the dependence on ϑ of ( ). Since the main study subjects contribute no data for estimating ϑ, this estimation procedure is identical to the two-stage procedure: (1) use the likelihood score function ( ) based on the validation data {( * , , ) ∶ ∈ } to obtain an estimator̂, of the misclassification parameters , , and (2) T ) ( * ,
, and
On the other hand, under the main study/external validation study design, the estimating function is given by
where * , ( , ) is given by (9) with the dependence on the parameters spelled out. Then solving
gives an estimator of , . Let̂, denote this estimator. Under regularity conditions and that the ratio / approaches a positive constant ρ as → ∞,̂, is a consistent estimator of , , and √ (̂, − ) has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ , given by Σ , = 1
, ( −1T , ), where
Analogously, inference procedures may be developed using the expectation correction method and the corrected score method. For the expectation correction method, we replace * , ( , ) with * , ( , ) where * , is given by (14) . For the corrected score method, we replace * , ( , ) with * , ( , ) where * , is given by (17) . Other relevant quantities are modified accordingly. We let̂, ,̂, ,̂, , and̂, denote the corresponding estimators.
Discussion and extension
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe four methods of accommodating the misclassification effects into estimation procedures, which end up solving estimating equations. Since those equations have no analytic solutions, we must use an iterative algorithm to find the solutions. In our following numerical studies, we employ the NewtonRaphson algorithm to obtain the estimates of the parameters.
In the foregoing development, the prevalencẽ= ( = 1| ) is a constant, i.e. ( = 1| ) = ( = 1) =, implying that X and Z are uncorrelated. When X and Z are correlated,̃will be a function of Z and we let( ) = ( = 1| ) = ℎ( ; ), where h( · ) is a specified link function, and α is a vector of parameters. A common choice of this sort of parametric regression model is the logistic regression model. Then, the conditional distribution of given is given by X|Z ( | ) =( ) {1 −( )} (1− ) = {ℎ( ; )} {1 − ℎ( ; )} (1− ) , and in the preceding derivations,̃is replaced by α in the parameter vector ϑ and relevant quantities are modified accordingly.
Illustrative examples
In this section, we apply the proposed methods to analyze three epidemiologic studies. There are two objectives of these analyses: (1) using different analytic methods to analyze the same data may help us understand the nature of the studies more comprehensively than applying a single method; and (2) such analyses illustrate the usage of the proposed methods.
Calcium intake in relation to Distal Colon Cancer in the Nurses' Health Study
First, we analyze data from the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) [30] . One of the objectives of the study is to understand how calcium intake is related to distal colon cancer incidence. The study consisted of 72011 female nurses who were free of cancer in 1984, and were followed up to 2012 for distal colon cancer occurrence, during which time 345 individuals developed distal colon cancer. Let Y = 1 if a participant has distal colon cancer, and 0 otherwise.
At the entry, calcium intake was assessed through a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The FFQ measures dietary intake with some error and more accurate information can be obtained from a diet record (DR) ( [30] , Ch. 6). Let X represent the accurate measurement of calcium intake obtained from the DR method and let * be the surrogate measurement of calcium intake obtained from the FFQ. In epidemiology and clinical research, it is standard practice to dichotomize or otherwise categorize continuous variables. Measures of association expressed in terms of regression slopes and related quantities are difficult for non-technical audiences to interpret, and do not lend themselves to clinical decision making, where patients need to be classified as either normal or abnormal. Thus, as in the original publication by Wu et al. ([43] , Table 4 ), we group calcium intake as a binary variable defined as 'high Ca' if calcium intake was greater than 700 mg/day and 0 otherwise. Specifically, X and * take value 1 if the total calcium intake was greater than 700 mg/day, and 0 otherwise. The prevalence of high calcium intake was measured by FFQ 44%, i.e. ( * = 1) ≈ 0.44. In this study, X and * were measured in 191 subjects, and among the rest only * was measured. In this validation subsample, the specificity and sensitivity were estimated aŝ0 0 = 0.60 and̂1 1 = 0.88, respectively ( [30] , pp. 122-126).
In addition to including the error-prone covariate, X, we also adjusted for the effects of baseline body mass index (BMI)(in kg/m 2 ) and baseline aspirin use, covariates which are assumed to be error-free. BMI was expressed in terms of the following categories: missing, BMI < 22, 22 < BMI < 25, 25 < BMI < 30, and 30 < BMI; and four dummy variables, 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 , were used to express BMI. Aspirin use was coded as yes (1) or no (0), and is denoted as 5 .
We assumed a logistic regression model for the relationship between the outcome and covariates:
) ,
where 0 , , 1 , …, and 5 are the regression parameters. We applied the four methods discussed in Section 4 to correct for the bias due to misclassification in the estimated effect of total calcium intake. As a comparison, we also reported the results obtained from the naive method that disregards the difference between * and X. We report the estimate of odds ratio (OR) together with a 95% confidence interval, the estimate of and its associated standard error, and the p-value. These results are displayed in the top panel of Table 3 . Table 3 : Analysis results for three studies of diet on health using the proposed methods and the naive method. The naive method yielded a smaller estimate of and a higher OR than those obtained by the induced likelihood method, the subtraction correction method, and the expectation correction method. As expected, the standard error for the naive estimate is smaller than those for the estimates from the correction methods. The results obtained from the three correction methods are fairly similar. All these methods suggested that low calcium intake is associated with a significantly higher risk of developing distal colon cancer. Interestingly, the corrected score method did not yield meaningful estimates due to non-convergence, although different initial values were tried for the numerical optimization routine used. This phenomenon has been further investigated in Section 6 via simulation studies, which showed that the non-convergence rate of the corrected score method was relatively high if the misclassification probabilities were high.
Carbohydrate intake in relation to Type II diabetes (T2D) in the health professionals follow-up study
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of carbohydrate quality on the risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) [31] . 40507 male health professionals, who were free of T2D, cardiovascular disease, and cancer in 1986, were followed to 2006 for T2D incidence. During the follow-up period, 2666 individuals developed T2D. Let Y = 1 if a participant developed T2D and 0 otherwise. Baseline diet was assessed through the FFQ and the low-carbohydrate diet score was developed according to [44] . Consistent with [31] , we defined a binary low-carbohydrate diet score, which equaled 1 if the the score was greater than 15 and 0 otherwise, where the cutoff, 15, is the median of the low-carbohydrate diet score; [31] reported their primary findings as a dichotomous variable also, contrasting the extreme quintiles of the distribution. Let X denote the binary low-carbohydrate diet score measured by DR in the validation study, and let * be the score measured by the FFQ method.
We estimated the misclassification probabilities among the 127 participants in the HPFS dietary validation study [45] . The specificity was estimated aŝ0 0 = 0.69, and the sensitivity was estimated aŝ1 1 = 0.68. The prevalence of high low-carbohydrate diet score was estimated about 52% in the main study.
Since BMI was found to be the most important confounder in the analysis by [31] , we set Z to be BMI (kg/m 2 ).
We fit the logistic model to the data:
where 0 , and are regression parameters. We applied the four methods discussed in Section 4 to correct for the bias due to misclassification in the estimated effect of total calcium intake, and compared it to the results obtained from the naive method which disregards the difference between * and X.
These results are displayed in the middle panel of Table 3 . The naive method yielded smaller estimates of both and the odds ratio than those produced from the subtraction correction method, the expectation correction method, and the correct score method. As expected, the standard error produced by the naive method is smaller than those produced from the three correction methods. The three bias correction methods produced relatively similar estimates, but quite different standard errors. In particular, the standard errors obtained from the corrected score method were substantially larger than those from the subtraction correction method and the expectation correction method. The naive method, the subtraction correction method and the expectation correction method all suggested that the low-carbohydrate diet score is significantly associated with increased risk of T2D, but the evidence varies. In this study, the induced likelihood method was unable to yield meaningful estimates due to non-convergence, although different initial values were tried. This phenomenon has been further investigated in Section 6 by simulation, where it was found that the non-convergence rate of the induced likelihood method was the highest (about 44%) of the four methods when misclassification probabilities were high, as in this example.
Red meat intake in relation to colorectal cancer incidence in the health professionals follow-up study
In this example, we applied the methods to a study of red meat intake in relation to colorectal cancer risk in the Health Professionals Follow-up study (HPFS) [46] . 49980 male health professionals who were free of cancer in 1986 were followed up to 2010 for colorectal cancer incidence. During this study period, 1281 individuals developed colorectal cancer. Let Y = 1 if a participant has colorectal cancer and 0 otherwise.
Red meat intake at the baseline was assessed by the FFQ. We defined a binary red meat intake indicator, which was 1 if red meat intake was greater than 2 servings/week and 0 otherwise, where 2 servings/week represented a moderate consumption of red meat among HPFS participants [46] . Let X denote the binary red meat intake indicator obtained from the DR, and let * denote the measurements obtained from the FFQ. The prevalence of high red meat intake was around 93% in HPFS. As in the T2D example, we estimated the misclassification probabilities among the 127 subjects from the HPFS validation study [45] . The estimated specificity waŝ0 0 = 0.85 and the estimated sensitivity waŝ1 1 = 0.84.
As previously, we set Z to be BMI, a potential confounder in this association [46] . The logistic model was fitted to the data:
where 0 , and are the regression parameters. We applied the four methods discussed in Section 4 to correct for misclassification in red meat intake. We also reported the results obtained from the naive method which disregard the difference between * and X.
The results are displayed in the bottom panel of Table 3 . The naive method yielded smaller estimates of the effect than those produced from the induced likelihood method, the subtraction correction method, and the expectation correction method. As expected, the standard error produced by the naive method was smaller than those produced by the three correction methods. The three correction methods produce relatively similar estimates and standard errors. After correction for bias due to exposure misclassification, no significant effects are evidenced. However, the naive method indicated moderate evidence for an increase of colorectal cancer risk in relation to red meat intake. In this study, results from the corrected score method were quite different than those from the other misclassification correction methods, likely due to instability in the performance of this method.
Summary and remarks
In this section, we applied the four correction methods to adjust for the bias in estimation and inference due to binary exposure misclassification. The misclassification probabilities were estimated from a validation study. It was demonstrated in these three studies that ignoring misclassification in the analysis would yield results that are considerably different from those obtained from the methods which account for misclassification effects.
Regarding the performance of the correction methods, the subtraction correction and expectation correction methods perform stably under situations with different degrees of misclassification, and they yielded very similar results. On the other hand, the performance of the induced likelihood and corrected score methods was unstable and affected by the magnitude of misclassification. Sometimes, the induced likelihood and corrected score methods failed due to non-convergence; and even when they did provide estimates and standard errors, those results may not have been reliable due to the apparent sensitivity of their performance to the severity of misclassification.
The four misclassification correction methods are valid from a theoretical viewpoint. They all yield consistent estimators with asymptotic normal distributions under standard regularity conditions as the sample size approaches infinity. However, their finite sample performance differs greatly. The three studies here offer us important insight into the choice of suitable methods for correcting for misclassification effects. To further assess the finite sample performance of the four misclassification correction methods, in the next section we carry out simulation studies for various scenarios.
Simulation studies
To further assess the finite sample performance of the various methods described in Section 4, in this section we report the results of simulation studies for a range of relevant scenarios for main study/validation study designs. Specifically, we assess the performance of the induced likelihood, the subtraction correction, the expectation correction, and the corrected score methods for three cases with known (, 00 , 11 ), a main study/internal validation, and a main study/external validation. For comparison purposes, we also apply the likelihood method to the simulated main study data where the true values of are used. We set the sample size to n = 600, and considered two scenarios where the validation sample size m takes ρ = 20% or 40% of the main study size. One thousand simulations were run for each parameter configuration.
Simulation with independent covariates
For subject i, covariate was generated independently from the standard normal distribution N(0,1) , and the true covariate was independently generated from a Binomial distribution (1,) with̃= 0.5. The surrogate measurement, * , was generated from the Bernoulli distribution with the (mis)classification probabilities ( 11 , 00 ) = (0.9, 0.9), (0.8,0.8), or (0.7,0.7), given the generated value of . The response measurement, , was simulated from the logistic regression model logit ( = 1| , ) = 0 + + , where 0 = log 1.2, = log 2.0, and = log 1.2. We report the average of the finite sample biases (BIAS), the average of model-based standard errors (SE), the empirical standard error (ESE), the coverage rate (CR) of 95% confidence intervals for the parameters and , and the non-convergence rates of the Newton-Raphson algorithm used to solve the equations. Table 4 displays the results for the case with known (, 00 , 11 ). The result in Theorem of Section 3.5 is confirmed by the identical numerical results for the estimatorŝand̂.
Concerning the estimates for , the methods all performed very well, especially when misclassification probabilities were not substantial. As misclassification probabilities increased, the corrected score method tended to incur higher variability; but it still yielded reasonably reliable results. As expected, compared to the likelihood method in the absence of error in X, all the error correction methods produced more variable estimates, and the variability became more substantial as the misclassification probabilities increased. On the other hand, all the methods gave rise to comparable results for the estimation of , regardless of the degree of misclassification in X. Table 4 : Simulation studies for the proposed estimators: the parameters ( , 00 , 11 ) are Known. Table 5 and Table 6 present the results for main study/internal validation and main study/external validation scenarios, respectively. It is clear that in both designs, all the proposed methods successfully corrected for the bias due to misclassification, and produced consistent estimators. As expected, the performance of those methods deteriorated as misclassification became more serious or the validation study size decreased. Consistent with the patterns observed in the numerical studies in Section 3.5, the estimator̂was the least efficient among all the estimators. In the main study/internal validation case, the subtraction correction method was outperformed by the induced likelihood and by the expectation correction methods. But for the main study/external validation scenario, these three methods performed similarly, although sometimes, the subtraction correction method produced slightly better results than the induced likelihood and the expectation correction methods.
Finally, we observed that numerically, all the methods were reasonably stable except for the induced likelihood method. The induced likelihood method most frequently failed to converge, although the frequency of this was practically acceptable. This method was sensitive to the choice of initial values, while other methods were relatively insensitive. If the initial value is not wisely set, the induced likelihood method may not converge. We found that the induced likelihood method can output reliable results if an initial value is set to the estimate obtained from the naive method. The data were generated in the same manner as that for Table 4 , except that the main study/internal validation study design is considered here where the size of the main study is 600, and the size of the validation study is set as 120 for ρ = 20% or 240 for ρ = 40%. Table 6 : Simulation studies for the proposed estimators: a main/external validation study design. The data were generated in the same manner as that for Table 4 , except that the main study/external validation study design is considered here where the size of the main study is 600, and the size of the validation study is set as 120 for ρ = 20% or 240 for ρ = 40%.
Simulation with dependent covariates
To further evaluate the finite sample performance of the proposed methods, we considered more extreme scenarios where the misclassification probabilities were increased and the ratio of the external validation sample to the main study was reduced to ρ = 10%. Here, the sample size of the main study was set to 1000. In addition, we incorporated an association between the covariates using the model logit ( = 1| ) = 0 + with ( 0 , ) = (1, 0.5). All other data generation procedures were the same as for Table 6 . We considered more extreme values for 00 and 11 , with the specificity and sensitivity equal to (0.6,0.8) or (0.8,0.6), resembling the data in Section 5. The results of those simulations are given in Table 7 . Similar patterns to those observed in Section 6.1 were found. However, in terms of the numerical stability of the proposed methods, both the induced likelihood method and the correct score method were found to be unstable with higher frequency of failure to converge, especially when the sensitivity and specificity were low. The expectation correction and the subtraction correction methods were more stable, although unsurprisingly, their performance deteriorated as misclassification became more substantial. Simulation setting: logit ( = 1| ) = 0 + with ( 0 , ) = (1, 0.5). All other data generation procedures were the same as for Table 6 . The sample size of the main study and the external study is 1000 and 100, respectively.
More simulation studies were conducted to compare the performance of the methods, and similar patterns are observed. Those results are included in the Supplementary Material.
Discussion
Measurement error and misclassification in covariates commonly arises in practice. Ignoring this feature in data analysis would typically yield biased point and interval estimates. Many methods have been proposed to correct for measurement error and misclassification effects for various settings. In particular, with continuous covariates subject to measurement error, methods, such as the induced likelihood, the expectation correction method, the corrected score method, and their extensions, have been developed by various authors for different models and data designs. For instance, the induced likelihood method was explored by [32] for the Cox proportional hazards model with a mis-measured continuous covariate, X. [32] considered main study/internal validation and main study/external validation designs as well as the case with replicate measurement data, where the distribution of the true covariate X is required to be modeled. The corrected score method was proposed by [36] for conducting valid inference for generalized linear measurement error models, where the measurement error models are assumed known. The expectation correction method was developed by [35] to accommodate measurement error effects in continuous covariates, where replicate surrogate measurements were available.
Although these methods have been generalized and applied to handle a variety of problems with errorcontaminated continuous covariates, there has been limited work on adapting these strategies to validly analyze data with misclassification in discrete covariates.
In this paper, we have systematically explored valid inferential procedures to account for misclassification for settings where: (1) the misclassification parameters are known, (2) the misclassification parameters are unknown and a main study/internal validation design is available, and (3) the misclassification parameters are unknown and a main study/external validation design is available. The development takes advantage of the unique features of discrete variables, which enables us to address misclassification effects under a unified model setup, and to evaluate the relative performance of various methods, especially their finite sample performance, so that we are able to understand the differences between commonly discussed methods.
Our investigations suggest that the expectation correction method performs best under various settings, from both asymptotic and finite sample perspectives. This method was the most efficient and stable. When the misclassification probabilities are known and mild regularity conditions hold, this method is identical to the induced likelihood method. However, when the misclassification probabilities are estimated as required in main study/internal validation and the main study/external validation designs, this method outperformed the induced likelihood method. The induced likelihood method was, on the contrary, sensitive to initial values, and its finite sample performance was sometimes unstable. On the other hand, the subtraction correction method performed nearly as well as the expectation correction method. These three methods require the same model assumptions and they are structural methods that require estimates of the conditional probabilities of X given Z. In contrast, the corrected score method is a functional strategy that requires no model assumption for the conditional distribution of X given Z. However, when relevant models are correctly specified, the corrected score method had the least ideal performance. In the case where the parameters for the misclassification model are known, this method suffers substantial loss of efficiency. When the parameters for the misclassification model are unknown and estimated from the main study/internal validation or the main study/external validation design, the corrected score method does not always yield reliable results, and its finite sample performance had the highest frequency of failure to converge among all the methods considered.
Our methods have been applied to analyze three nutritional epidemiologic studies, where food frequency questionnaires were used to measure food intake in the main study and validation data were available. The results suggested that ignoring misclassification gave rise, in some cases, to conclusions quite different from those obtained from methods that adjust for bias due to misclassification.
By (11) , we obtain that * ( ; , * , ) = * Y|X * ,Z ( ; , * , ). That is, under certain regularity conditions, * ( ; , * , ) is the score function of the induced likelihood method. Therefore, when the nuisance parameter ϑ is known, the induced likelihood and the expectation correction methods produce identical results for inference about the β parameter.
However, if the value of the nuisance parameter ϑ is unknown but is estimated from a validation sample, the estimates obtained from induced likelihood and the expectation correction methods may differ. This can be clearly seen by comparing the corresponding estimating functions for the main study/internal validation and the main study/external validation cases discussed in Section 4.
B
Under the logistic model (19) , the induced likelihood (6) becomes Then the expected information matrix (7) is given by * ( ) = ∫ ∑ * =0,1 where * ( ; , * , ) is given by (14) , and * ( ; , * , ) is determined by (17) . Consequently, ℐ is obtained from (15) , and ℐ is calculated from (18) . Using the same notation and arguments for (27) , we now obtain √ + (̂− ) = ⎛ ⎜ ⎝
